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Ritual play is about reflecting mans ideas of the soul, and my own 
need for a closer connection with death through ceramic objects. 
These objects speak of both grief and joy, they are interpreters 
of non physical places, collectors of memory and an attempt at 
making contact.  The vessel is the keeper, its mother and carer. 
Stones are keys to memorys and lost connections, to the ones that 
are gone but not forgotten, and a portal for contact, or perhaps 

just a glimpse.
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ORIGIN OF THOUGHT 

I have always been interested with how death affects the ones still 
alive and the idea of a soul or spirit. I lost my dad when I was 
just a child, and that loss has accompanied me through my entire 
life, and shaped who I am. When we lose someone close, we are 
forced to reconstruct ourselves. Early on I was given the tool of 
religion to cope with this loss, and my connection to the church, 
even though it was just for a few years, also shaped me. Today I 
can admit to “believing” but not to being a “believer”.  I have no 
faith in God, but I see holiness everywhere. I find it comforting 
that the idea of the soul, or a life-force passing on from a dead 
person, furnishes one of the most enduring of all human forms 
of self-understanding (Davies 2002: 81), that still has not been 
debunked, or proven. The majority of cultures not only talk of 
rebirth, or life after death, but they also provide funerary rituals 
to convey the deceased from the land of the living to whatever 
lies ahead. Even in secular contexts, rites are performed to firmly 
locate the deceased in the past and in our memory (Davies 2002: 
3). 

My staring point for my exam work was my previous project 
Labor of grief, which was an exploration of my own emotions in 
connection to grief and loss. I look at that project as a ceramic 
processing of grief, where I made urns to act as containers for 
the feelings I no longer had the ability to bear. Feelings I wanted 
to bury, or preserve. During that project I worked a lot with 
symbolism and specifically liturgical and christian symbolism. I 
used the rope and knot, that holds together, and the color blue, 
that for me symbolises reflection, but it also makes me think of 
penance and inner search. In the christian church blue is the 
liturgical color for the virgin mother Mary, which resonated with 
me since I became a mother close before I started working on the 
project. Giving birth was the most empowering feeling I’ve ever 
experienced, I am a life giving goddess. It might seem conflicting, 
the joy of becoming a mother, and working with grief and death, 
but this new life I created echoed the grief of my parent. My son 
will also experience this loss even though it happened close to 
thirty years ago. 
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Labor of grief
Slipcasted and extruded ceramic 
40*22cm. 
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MEANING OF MATERIAL 

I am interested in the material objects we use in the grieving 
process, the burial and in life after loss. I want to reflect my wish 
for a spiritual realm in material objects, made up tokens for 
contact over the borders of biological life and unknown cosmos. 
By making them I am charging them with my meaning, but they 
are still just props in a play of ritual. Rituals are created over time 
by communities. With these objects I am acting as director of a 
ritual play. The word play might make it sound like it is all just fun 
and games, but for me this project is dead serious, and a joyful 
play, there must be balance, or I might drown in the darkness.

The Project is about exploring existing rituals for death, burial 
and the afterlife, and in this search trying to find anchors in 
time or belief that resonate with my own artistic practice. I have 
experienced a lack of ritual objects for processing grief  without 
a conecction to any religion. I wish to create my own objects for 
comfort, connection, and contact.

Around the globe religions and rituals have evolved independent 
of each other but yet there are commonalities. Death is universal, 
and so seems the need for rituals be as well. I belive it is human 
nature in wanting to mark the transition between life and 
death, believing in the soul, and wanting to take care of it. Most 
scholars agree that animistic belief were common amongst 
ancient foragers (Harari 2014: 60). Animism is the belief that 
every plant, place or animal has awareness and feelings, and can 
communicate directly with humans. In animism there is also the 
belief in the existence of immaterial beings, and that there are 
no barriers or hierarchy between all beings. So this belief in the 
soul, and the possible contact is as old as man. I find it interesting 
that spirituality is something abstract, and none material, but that 
we still use material objects in our ritual and spiritual practice. 
Houtmann and Mayer writes that religious “things” disturb the 
notion that religion is oriented toward “the beyond”, a central 
claim in the shift to modernity. Things (and every religion employs 
them) undermine the “normative understandings of beliefs as 
interior” and expose instead “the actual material presence and 
tangibility of religion” (Moser & Knust 2012: 1). Ritual objects are 
our material bridge to come closer to the spiritual realm. Objects 
are charged with meaning by using them in a specific way or for 
a specific purpose, and that meaning can be changed, by use and 
time. Humans have their being in the material world, and we are 
material. Event though we can imagine things that we cannot see, 
we need, and we make material object to symbolise these places 
and feelings. We make them real by materialising them, even if 
the object are just props, a stand-in for something invisible, we 
need them. 
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Temporary monter in the Historical Museum in Stockholm.
Picture taken by me. 

A few years ago I visited a temporary exhibition that took place 
in the historical museum in Stockholm. It was showing Swedish 
funerary urns from the early bronze age. These urns did not just 
contain human remains, but also clothing and objects, things the  
deceased might need in the afterlife. It is from archaeology and 
burial data that we have received some of the earliest evidence of 
cultural activity (Metcalf & Huntington 2010: 27), and for as long as 
archeological evidence extends, human beings have dealt ritually 
with their dead (Davies 2002: 25). The way we treat our dead, tell 
something about how we live. Even in death we need material 
objects. But we all know these objects remain in the coffin or urn 
long after the deceased is gone, this is something grave robbers 
rely on. And even today we place object of significance in the 
ground together with the dead.  These object might be a way to 
stay in contact with the deceased, like a spiritual walkie talkie, -I 
left a pretty stone with you, and I also have one, so we will always 
be in contact-.
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MATERIAL METHOD  

For this project I want to create three objects that all refer 
symbolically to rituals performed in grieving, transitioning and 
life after. Three objects for the past, present and the future, for the 
mind, body and soul. The stone, the urn and the portal. Im calling 
them Key, Keeper and Contact. 

Besides ceramic I am thinking that I will be incorporating 
materials like wood and textile. These choices of material also 
serve to act as a connection between life and death, since ceramic 
(brick, urn, dirt, earth) wood (house, coffin) and textile (clothing, 
funerary shroud) are materials that we live in, and they are also the 
last materials our bodies touch before we become non-material. 
So they may be the materials that spirit will be most comfortable 
with visiting. I have moved up in scale from my previous projects 
so I am now using press moulds and hand building as oppose to 
slip casting. I want the size of the objects to refer to the body, and 
the colors to refer to earth and sky/heaven. I will not be using 
any glazes or minimal glazing since I want the surface to have an 
earthy raw feeling, a feeling of something that just occurred in 
nature, or something ancient. I made press moulds in plaster and 
one press mould in CNC milled MDF. I am building my objects 
in an iron rich clay, that will turn dark brown when fired. The 
ceramic stones are made by compressing scrap clay into stones, 
which I then grind in a tumbler with silicon carbide. 
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The iron rich stoneware clay high fired.
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MIND METHOD 

For me the objects I am making are both dead serious and a play 
on my relation to Christianity, which is not overly affectionate. 
They are serious, since I seriously believe that more thought and 
care should be placed on death during life. Death hardly exist 
in today’s society. We ignore it. We want to remove it, to cure it 
like it was a disease. We fear it, and a little fear is healthy, but it 
is pointless to fear what we can not control. This will just leave 
us with a lot of anxiety and stress. Zygmunt Bauman describes 
religious rituals as part of a social deception, a means to prevent 
us from facing the stark fact, that in the end we quite simply die, 
and thats the end of life endeavour (Davies 2002 :17). When you 
die, your material body dies, but as long as there are living people 
who remember you, I believe something of you is still alive. By 
this logic, final death is death in memory when there is no kin 
left that still remembers you. If you think of memory-death as the 
final death, then for example people who made a huge impact on 
our history are still alive in a sense.

I often use religious symbols to reclaim them and to make them 
work for my own needs. I am shaped by my childhood experience 
of being a part of Christianity. I find certain aesthetics pleasing 
and I am comforted by the thought of spirit, but I also grew up 
with the feeling of being lied to, of being deceived. There were so 
many things that did not resonate with me, and as much as the 
powerplay that is religion intrigued me, I also found it disgusting. 
I am using this learned aesthetics for my own needs, at times to 
lighten the mood, or even to conduct blasphemy. I believe Jesus 
can take a joke.

There is a painting called The Devils Surprise (1980) by Roger 
Brown, that his brother Greg describes expresses his and Rogers 
feelings about reversing the “church hurt” they experienced 
(Stone 2017). My experience is nothing close to Roger and Gregs, 
but there is this wish of wanting to create something good, or 
useful out of an experience that at times was both uncomfortable 
and scary. 
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STRENGTH IN NUMBERS  

The majority of us agree that math is logical and that numbers 
and equations are true. By using numbers and equations with 
significance I make my objects true. Numbers are also magic, a 
kind of magic that is logic. For example the number thirteen, that 
has had magical connotation in many cultures and communities. 
There were thirteen people present during the last supper, and 
since Jesus was deceived by Judas, the thirteenth member to join 
the dinner, the number could be unlucky. Number thirteen is in 
number theory a happy prime number, and it is also a fibonacci 
number which are strongly related to the golden ratio. For me it 
is a positive symbol of fertility, since I have thirteen menstrual 
cycles during one year. Thirteen possibilities of being a life giving 
goddess. Or number three, that we have fortified as a magic 
number for many reasons, it is the first odd numbered prime 
number, it is the holy trinity, and it is also a fibonacci number. In 
the rosary the act of prayer relies on counting, counting can be a 
mantra, a tic, a way of remembering. For me counting is having 
control. I use numbers in many different ways in my project. I 
use actual numbers, in how many knots, how many stones, how 
many objects I make. I use mathematical shapes like the torus, the 
profile of the urn depicts number tree, and I print numbers with 
significance on the stones. Claudia Moser writes about how ritual 
altars can generate their significance not only from the scenes 
they depict, but rather, or only from their precise architectural 
placement (Moser & Knust 2017: 6). So by being precise in all my 
choices, I am giving my objects significance. 
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Kvibergs crematorium, Gothenburg.

During this project I visited the crematorium in Kviberg, 
Gothenburg. Cremation and urn burial is the most common way 
of burying a deceased in Sweden. I wanted to see what kind of 
rituals that existed in this place that are not bound to any religion, 
and to see how they dealt with this final handling of the coffin 
and body. Something that interested me was the way they made 
sure they knew who was who when the process was done. They 
had ceramic tiles with individual numbers, that accompanied 
the coffin when they moved from the cold storage to the urn. 
The coffins had the deceased names on them,  but after the 
cremation they had id-numbers. We are not only material, we 
are also numbers. This tied into how I see magic in numbers and 
also served as inspiration in later on giving the part of my project 
that I call keys numbers, an identity that tied them to a specific 
memory. This ceramic tile was placed in a holder on the furnace 
while the deceased was cremated, it then followed the remains 
in a steel container into the ash preparation room, and finally 
into the sealed urn. This ceramic tile is to be able to identify the 
remains if someone in the future would want to move them. These 
tiles will last in the ground long after the remains have returned 
to dust, and without the crematoriums computer system, the 
identities will remain numbers. If your ashes are spread in the 
memory grove, this tile is removed and smashed before the urn 
is buried. In the memory grove no one is stuck with their earthly 
identity. I found this interesting, that we not only keep track of 
everyone alive, but also, our dead, long after they are gone. In this 
crematorium they had two buildings with furnaces, the newly built 
one is designed by Peter Erséus, and is build with the preciseness 
that can make something feel holy. It has a room where you can 
follow the cremation and a room for final goodbyes. These rooms 
are not utilised much for the simple reason that many don’t know 
that they exist and that they are allowed the be present during the 
cremation. We are so used to distance ourself from death.
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Kvibergs crematorium, Gothenburg.
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CONTACT

The Idea of the contact portal comes from an old Swedish folk 
tradition of pulling sick children through naturally occurring 
holes in trees to cure illness. These trees where told to be care 
bound (Nordiska Museet 2016). The hole in the tree acts as a portal, 
and when you go through it the tree would charge you with its life 
force and your sickness would be left behind. Another story that 
inspired me is a Melanesian myth that tells of humanity originally 
living forever. Periodically the old would enter water and cast of 
their wrinkled skin to emerge as young people once more. One 
day, however, one old woman emerged from the water in her 
youthful skin only to find that her child didn’t recognise her. So 
she went back into the river and put her old skin on again. Ever 
since then people have grown old and died (Davies 2002: 114). In 
both these stories, nature has been a sort of portal. This strong 
belief that nature has the power to heal, and also to curse, is 
common amongst all human societies. My contact portal is made 
in a press mould with an iron rich stoneware clay, in the shape of 
a torus, or lifebuoy, and it is big enough for me to go through. On 
the shape there are holes for ropes to hang it, or anchoring it in 
this world. Since the construction is hollow these holes are made 
by extruding a tube and then inserting it into the construction. 

The ropes also carry meaning. When we lose someone close knots 
are tied in our bodies, in our hearts and throats. I believe these 
knots can loosen if we acknowledge them, and they may loosen 
or even leave if we tie knots elsewhere. Carol Strohecker proposes 
knot-tying as an activity that combines ideas and emotion. 
During Stroheckers “knot-lab” a child of a difficult divorce kept 
preoccupied with tying down the ends of string. For the child, the 
knot is a way of thinking through her personal situation. Herself 
at loose ends, she is comforted by securing knots in transition 
(Turkle 2007: 309). My portal will hang in rope and have excess rope 
that is looped through holes in the construction. The ropes will 
have knots for holding the portal, and knots to hold information. 
The surface of the portal is glossed and smooth to touch. My 
intention with the look of the object is as if it has always existed, or 
naturally occurred. This portal is to act like a connection with an 
invisible place or state. That contact could happen when you pass 
through it, it could also be when exchanging looks from either 
side, or passing an object through the portal, hence charging the 
object with contact. This is a reference to the christian tradition 
of relics. Just like you can create third class relics by having them 
touch “real” first or second class relics, I imagine you can charge 
something with the energy of contact.  With “real” I mean as real 
as they can be, since the idea of a relic is religious and not actually 
real.
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Close up of Contact, high fired and sanded.
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A child is pulled throug a care bound tree in Uppland 1918.
Foto: Nordiska museet NMA.0034675, public domain.
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Me holding Contact in the workshop at HDK.
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“POTS AND VESSELS AND SO MAY BE USED TO REFER TO 
BODILY CAVITIES,  HEADS, WOMBS, BELLIES,  RECTUMS. 

THEY LEND THEMSELVES READILY TO DISCUSSIONS OF 
SPIRIT,  CONCEPTION, ESSENCE AND THE LIKE.” 

(BARLEY 1984:  85)
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KEEPER

The vessel comes with many associations. And the urn specifically. 
For many cultures the urn symbolises a seed, or a womb, and 
burial is seen as a rebirth. For me its symbolises life, the Bara 
people of Madagascar phrase it well with the saying “from mothers 
womb to fathers tomb” (Metcalf & Huntington 2010: 113). The 
urn is mother, it is earth. It is the keeper of goods and protector 
of memories, it is a final resting place, fathers tomb or a ship to 
the other side. It is also a connection to the first farming people 
that carried water and food in ceramic urns. This connection is 
something that feels holy to me, that the ceramic vessel is such 
a basic human object. And  there are lots of records of remains 
being found in reused urns originally used for food. Stephanie 
Pappas writes that a well-used pot may have taken on ritual value 
as the family treasured it over time, especially when you consider 
that the food items stored inside represented prosperity. That 
burying someone in a pot may have been a way to maintain a 
connection between everyday life, and the dead (Pappas 2017). 
The urn that I am building will be the size of my body in foetal 
position, in the same iron rich clay as the portal. Because of it´s 
size I am coiling it directly on the removable floor from one of 
HDK:s kilns. It will have small indentions on its shoulders where I 
can rest Key stones, the indention a mark of it being weighted on 
for a long time. Like how memories leave marks on our person, or 
how our bodies leaves marks in our mattress.
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Coiling the Keeper
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Keeper, unfired 80*68cm.
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Washing Keys in the stream next to my home. 
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KEY

The stones act as keys to memories and emotions, by the number 
that I have given some of them, from them remembering being 
other objects in a previous life, but also by their feel, smooth 
stones I collected in my pockets as a kid, some to keep, some to 
just fling as far as I could out into the lake, some to put on my 
fathers grave. To some orthodox jews, stones are much preferred 
to flower for putting on graves, since stones are a symbol of 
permanence while flowers are so obviously ephemeral (Davies 
2002: 121). They are made from recycled clay and scrap clay from 
my previous projects at HDK. I make them by pressing the wet 
recycled clay between my palms, sometimes I need to wedge the 
clay and that gives the clay a marbled effect. During my bachelor 
work at Konstfack, Stockholm, I made marbled tableware 
inspired by the communion. Back then I worked with a machine 
that I gave the responsibility to marble the colors I had chosen. 
Now I marble the colors that already exist from my previous 
projects. There is something important in the mixing and the 
combining, and in leaving some parts to chance, to let go of the 
control, and also the responsibility. After the stones are high fired 
I polish them with silicon carbide in a grinder, to give the feel of 
a stone thats been in motion for a long time. Some of the stones 
I’ve given identities, numbers stamped on the surface that to me 
hold meaning. For example nr 365 is the psalm Grief and joy walk 
together (Psalmboken 1937: 322), or nr 1991, the year my father 
died. By only giving some of the stones an identity the meaning 
of the numbers are highlighted. And in an exhibition context, the 
smooth un-numbered stones could be given a meaning that is not 
mine.
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ARTISTIC ORIENTATION

Through history death has always been a source of terror 
and fascination, and religion has tried to give answers to the 
unanswerable questions of life and death. To work with these 
themes are not uncommon amongt artists, and I want to mention 
a few that I relate to and feel inspired by. 

One of them is Birgitta Nordström, she is a Swedish textile artist 
and she has been one of my tutors during my exam project. She has 
a long experience of working with religious textile and funerary 
textiles. In her artistic research project In a room of rites - Cloth 
meeting human she is exploring what role textile and the funeral 
pall has in the process of grief, how the textile acts as carrier of 
memories and what textile can do in the meeting between the 
living and the dead. In her artwork Wrapped in Cloth she weaves 
wrapping cloths for children who are stillborn or that dies during 
childbirth (Nordström 2016). She approaches these themes with 
such care, and that shows in both her texts and her works. They 
are truly beautiful.

Another artist that I find inspiring is Carl Johan Erikson, he is 
a Swedish artist that mainly works with photography. A lot of 
his works are based on his own experiences growing up within 
the revival movement. In his artwork Tank 1-46 he systemically 
documented an era that is fast disappearing, adult baptism. 
During 1998 and 2003 he travelled rural areas in Sweden and 
documented baptism tanks in pentecostal chapels, that back then 
where waterless and empty, and today completely gone (Erikson). 

I would also like to mention Brian Hugh Warner, he is an American 
musician that started making music as a rebellion against 
christianity which he grew up in. He described his beliefs in an 
interview with Larry King in 2013 this way; “I’m not a misanthrope. 
I’m not a nihilist. I’m not an atheist. I believe in spirituality, but it 
really has to come from somewhere else. I learned a long time 
ago, you can’t try to change the world, you can just try to make 
something in it. I think that’s my spirituality, it’s putting something 
into the world. If you take all the basic principles of any religion, 
it’s usually about creation. There’s also destruction, but creation 
essentially” (King 2013). He describes it in a way that I can relate 
to, that spirituality is about creating, and wanting to contribute to 
the creation.
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REFLECTIONS

The objects took shape in my mind and I then, out of a wish for 
a connection with the nonmaterial, gave them shape in material. 
The three objects I created are connected with each other on the 
theme of rituals. The rituals of burying, remembering and staying 
in contact. I gave them names that made them partners, contact, 
keeper and key. And I plan to arrange them in the final exhibition 
as partners. In my mind I had this idea of making them interactive, 
that knots could be tied, and key stones could be moved or 
removed. I wish to try this out when arranging them, but I do not 
wish for it to feel staged, and I don’t want to direct the play, even if 
it is both staged, and a play. Even if the objects stand silent during 
the exhibition, I still believe they will whisper something to the 
visitor. A small whisper of memory and connection. I have given 
my objects soul. I know you cannot see it, so you have to take my 
word for it.

After the outbreak of the covid-19 pandemic the objects took 
new shapes and meaning. The urn became bigger, and is now 
big enough to house my body, not in death, but as a safe hideout. 
The portal returned to its origin, the hole in the tree that cured 
decease. The stones remain keys to memory, but they now have 
a relevance that I did not anticipate. Loved ones are lost at an 
alarming rate. Death have always been present, but now even 
more so. The need for rituals to deal with death have become 
more present and pressing. We need to acknowledge it. We need 
to talk about it.
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INSTALLATION THOUGHTS AND PICTURES

Even if the school was now closed due to the ongoing pandemic, 
I had gotten permission to use one of the rooms in school for a 
few days to photograph my exam project. In the pictures I am 
showing you here I have arranged the objects in a few different 
ways. Due to the layout of the room I felt limited to a few possible 
ways of showing it. There where vires in the ceiling that could 
only hold one of the portals at once and just one wall without 
doors or windows. But I did my best to make it look as I intended.
The last three pictures I´m showing on the contact portals are 
photogratphed by Natalie Greppi. 

The Contact portals have rope, my original aim was to make my 
own rope to hang them in, but the circumstances made than 
impossible and I ended up buying a 20mm thick readymade hemp 
rope, but after getting to know the rope I feel comfortable with 
it, the colour go well with the objects and the material is very 
tactile, easy to bend but still sturdy and a bit rough. For the Keeper 
and the Keys I made a wooden podium. It’s low enough so that 
most grown people can look into the urn, its high enough so that 
its comfortable sitting on, and there is room for you on it. The 
podium is built out of birch plywood, a material that is easy to 
build from but that also very much looks (and is) wood. My Idea 
with the placement is that you are invited to sit next to the Keeper, 
which I tried to make obvious with the hight resembling a chair, 
and by leaving space next to it. The Keeper is filled with keys, 
there are keys on its shoulders and on the podium. By laying them 
on the podium, in a very random way, I’m also trying to make 
it feel obvious that their placement is irrelevant, so that it’s okay 
to touch them. The portals I tried hanging at different heights, 
one touching the ground, so its possible to crawl through, one to 
pass objects through, and one to look through. I also feel like this 
group of portals could be like a hub, a rendezvous point for spirits 
from different times, places and spaces. As you can see, one of the 
portals are gray, thats because that one is made in recycled clay 
like the stones. I had made a rookie mistake of ordering too little 
of the brown stoneware clay. The rope that the contacts portals 
are hanging from I have split up the end on, so that its possible 
to tie knots in the excess rope/string. I have myself left a knot, the 
one that started this project and that has been fuelling me for my 
entire art practice. But the knot in my installation is loose. And I 
am comforted by my ritual play. 
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Photo by Natalie Greppi
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Photo by Natalie Greppi
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Photo by Natalie Greppi
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